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BOOKS RECEIVED
THE DISCONNECTED. By Penn Kimball. New York: Columbia University Press, 1972.

Pp. 317. $2.95/Paperback. An unusual study about "the disconnected"-the minority
poor of America who rarely participate in the political process. The author asserts that
these groups are excluded by the current system of voter registration and foresees little
future improvement in the situation until the federal government acts to qualify these
eligible voters rather than relying on outmoded state regulations.
PUBLIC ADMINISTRATION

(2d ed.). Edited by Robert T. Golembiewski, Frank Gibson

& Goeffrey Y. Cornog. Chicago: Rand McNally & Company, 1972. Pp. xxxix, 617.
$6.95/Paperback. An inclusive reader for basic Public Administration courses. The
readings discuss diverse classes of administration and draw upon other disciplines and
resources relevant to administrative analysis.
By Ignaz Seidl-Hohenveldern. Syracuse:
Syracuse University Press, 1972. Pp. xi, 261. $15.00. An analysis of the 1957 treaty
which created the Tribunal, its dispute-settlement provisions, and a description of the
substantive international law issues which were generated by the treaty.
THE AUSTRIAN-GERMAN ARBITRAL TRIBUNAL.

CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF PRISONERS.

By John W. Palmer. Cincinnati: The W.H.

Anderson Company, 1973. Pp. xv, 710. A compilation of cases combined with materials
which presents an overview of the American legal system followed by a focus upon
specific problem areas of criminal law dealing with rights of the prisoner.
CONSTITUTIONAL RIGHTS OF THE ACCUSED: PRETRIAL RIGHTS.

By Joseph G. Cook.

Rochester: The Lawyer's Co-operative Publishing Company, 1972. Pp. ix, 572. $35.00.
A hornbook treatment of criminal procedures leading to a suspect's trial. The author
specifically deals with arrest, search and seizure problems, bail, and grand jury indictments.
CRIMINAL SENTENCES: LAW WITHOUT ORDER.

By Marvin E. Frankel. New York: Hill

and Wang, 1973. Pp. x, 124. $5.95. In the first part of the book, the author maintains
that judges have little or no training in handing down sentences and wield their power
like amateurs. In the second section, remedies are suggested for applying more rationale
and less emotion in criminal sentencing.
Edited by
James T. Haight. Chicago: American Bar Association Section of International Law,
1973. Pp. x, 82. $10.00. A series of presentations dealing with the expanding American
trade with the Soviet Union and the People's Republic of China. The book is intended
to aid American businessmen and their lawyers in dealing with these previously unexplored routes of commerce.
CURRENT LEGAL ASPECTS OF DOING BUSINESS WITH SINO-SOVIET NATIONS.

THE DEVELOPING LABOR LAW-1971 SUPPLEMENT.

Edited by Thomas G. S. Christen-

sen, Patrick C. O'Donoghue and Evan J. Spelfogel. Washington, D.C.: Bureau of
National Affairs, 1972. Pp. xiv, 166. $5.00. The book is designed as a compendium of
the current state of the law and recent cases under and concerning the National Labor
Relations Act of 1947.
By John M.
Blair. New York: Harcourt Brace Jovanovich, Inc., 1972. Pp. xix, 742. $16.95. The
ECONOMIC CONCENTRATION: STRUCTURE, BEHAVIOR & PUBLIC POLICY.
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author discusses the forces that caused the concentration of industry in America and
current elements that are working against the further growth of industrial concentration.
The author maintains that economic concentration conflicts with traditional notions of
competition and the theory of the market place, but has become the rule in modern
America.
IMPEACHMENT: THE CONSTITUTIONAL PROBLEMS. By Raoul Berger. Cambridge, Massachusetts: Harvard University Press, 1973. Pp. xii, 345. $14.95. Investigates the historical
antecedents of the impeachment clause of the Constitution and maintains the nonexclusivity of impeachment as a method for removal from office.
LITERATURE AND CONSTITUTIONAL LAW. By Theodore Schroeder. New
York: De Capo Press, 1972. Pp. xvii, 439. $12.95. The author argues that all laws against
obscene literature are unconstitutional restraints on freedom of expression. Originally
printed in 1911, the book provides an interesting perspective on the legal, social, and
philosophical issues that continue to beset the courts in obscenity cases today.

"OBSCENE"

THE TIME-LIFE FAMILY LEGAL GUIDE.

Edited by John Dille. New York: Time-Life

Book, 1971. Pp. 400. $11.95. This volume is a comprehensive layman's guide to the law.
The volume covers such topics of recurring importance to the layman as wills and
estates, income tax, tort liability, and credit transactions.
PRISONERS IN AMERICA.

Edited by Lloyd E. Ohlin. Englewood Cliffs, N.J.: Prentice-

Hall, Inc. American Assembly Book Series, 1973. Pp. iv, 216. $6.95. Seven contributors
debate the issues of criminal justice, harshly criticize the injustice and ineffectiveness of
the present system, and suggest programs for making prison more beneficial to convicted offenders and more compatible with the aims of a free society.
WRONGFUL IMPRISONMENT.

By Ruth Brandon and Christie Davies. Hamden, Connecti-

cut: The Shoestring Press, 1973. Pp. 296. $12.00. A study of individual cases involving wrongful imprisonment with a general analysis of why it occurs both in England
and other nations.

